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INTENT

INTERNSHIP GOAL

The positions were structured to help establish the West Texas region within the

Association for Preservation Technology International: Texas Chapter (APT TX).  For years, this

organization operated with little visibility on the activity going on in this part of the state. As a

result, we were able to be the first group to look at the numerous projects and share their unique

challenges with the rest of APT TX.

Our goal in this internship was to gather research regarding the restoration of a historic

building in the western region of Texas, by contacting architecture and construction firms who’d

worked on the project. Research sources were limited due to the Covid-19 pandemic, therefore

much of the communication was via e-mail and virtual meetings. Research on the technology

and methods used for the restoration of the original building material and images of restoration

changes would be provided.

BUILDING RESEARCH INTENT

The restoration of the Plaza Hotel in 2018 called for a treatment to the tower’s exterior

brick and concrete facade. The nineteen story tower underwent a process of research and

repairs led by In*Situ Architecture and Jordan Foster Construction. The process took a

petrographic examination of original materials and laboratory testing of compressive strength.

Replicas of the needed material: brick, mortar, cast stone, would then replace the areas in need

of attention.
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BUILDING HISTORY & CONSTRUCTION

After serving at a young age as a WW I Army officer, Conrad Nicholson Hilton

Sr. purchased the town hotel in Cisco, a west Texas oil boom town. From that start, he built a

chain of hotels around the world that fifty years later totaled to 188 Hiltons. The El Paso Hilton

was his eighth hotel opened. When the Sheldon Hotel burned down in 1929, Mr. Hilton bought

the same lot and a year later would build a more grandiose tower by the name Hilton Hotel.

Designed by Trost & Trost, the hotel carries an Art Deco Design with a brick and

concrete facade. It is composed of a two story trapez-oidal plan attached to a rectangular fifteen

story tower topped by a smaller three story central block roofed by a green terra cotta tile

pyramid. Decoration consisting of simplified pilasters, geometric Art Deco spandrels, and

polychromatic roundels, extends around the entire building on the first two floor facades.

Contrast is achieved with the use of red brick for the tower, and light cast concrete

embellishment of fluted vertical and horizontal bands. An increased use of ornament Is found on

the uppermost three story portion, with concrete stylized geometric spandrels and banding.

In 1963, Hilton sold the property to which it became known as the Plaza Hotel. Through

the years, the quality decayed and the tower remained closed for decades. Until 2008, when El

Paso businessman Paul Foster purchased the property and worked together with In*Situ

Architecture and Jordan Foster Construction to restore the hotel's former grandeur. Since then,

it has been known as The Plaza Hotel Pioneer Park.
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Conrad Nicholson Hilton Sr. (1887 - 1979)

Sheldon Hotel (1899 - 1929)
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Hilton Hotel Sketch - Trost & Trost

The Plaza Hotel Pioneer Park
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OBSERVATION NOTES & DRAWINGS

Visual Observations during restoration indicated that some of the exterior materials and

joints had been damaged by weathering. Stone, mortar, and brick showed cracked, separated

and open joints within the masonry that could allow water to penetrate the exterior wall system,

leading to corrosion of embedded steel components, structural weakening of areas of masonry,

and potential damage to interior finishes. Throughout the tower, material was in need of

attention.

Wiss, Janney, Elsteer Associates Inc, a group of engineers, architects, and material

scientists prepared an assessment of the exterior facade. This process was composed of three

major phases: a Petrographic examination, laboratory testing, and construction. The objective of

the petrographic examination was to assess the general quality of the removed materials. To

undergo the petrographic study, portions of the original building facade were cut and studied at

a microscopic level to identify what the materials were composed of. To assess the general

quality of the brick, WJE performed compressive strength testing and absorption testing. New

material was then created to replace those that were damaged in the original building.
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Horizontal cracked stone at window

Horizontal crack running along cast stone element
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Spalled gutta

Damaged EIFS wall system
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Missing terracotta roof tiles

Missing cast stone portion
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TESTING/MATERIAL ANALYSIS

MORTAR

Brick mortar composed of natural sand, hydrated lime, and portland cement, showed a grayish

orange color, and was rated a type O mortar rating a 2 in Moh’s Hardness Index.. The blue

spots indicate the vacant voids in the mortar that allowed for corrosion to occur

BRICK

Fired clay sand brick containing particles of quartz, feldspar, chert, and other silicate materials.

Rated a 6 in Moh’s Hardness Index
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CAST STONE

The cast Stone consisted of an architectural mix with variable shape and thickness and a base
concrete mix of approximately 2” thick
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